What is your License Policy for ActiveImage Protector (AIP) and vmGuardian?
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Only a single license purchase is all that is required for
one physical server or virtual environment. There are no
restrictions on the types of physical or virtual OS’s if they
are supported by ActiveImage Protector Server /
Desktop / Linux Edition. This affordable license provides
the means to install one copy on one physical machine
or host, as well as virtual copies of AIP on an unlimited
number of virtual machines regardless of the number of
guest operating systems and without the need to
purchase additional licenses.

One license for up to five virtual machines running on an
unspecified virtual host in a cloud environment. Virtual
machines in Cloud environments may migrate from host
to host within that cloud. To offer a more flexible
licensing plan, AIP VE Cloud License is offered to use a
licensed copy of AIP on virtual machines running in a
Cloud environment.
Support for Hyper-V host on a Windows Server
2008R2/2012/2012R2. Once license per Microsoft
Hyper-V host machine specified as the backup source.
No restrictions on the number of virtual OSes. SHR or
ReZoom may be used to restore a virtual machine.
One license per 1 CPU socket on the mother board of
the virtual host which shall be specified as backup and
restore target. Volume licensing is offered.

One license for a single physical or virtual operating
system (OS) specified as backup / restore target.
Depending on the number of licenses you purchase,
volume discounts may be available, some restrictions
apply.

AIP IT Pro Edition

One license for one designated IT Support Professional
who is allowed to back up and restore an unlimited
number of systems for a period of one year. AIP IT Pro
lets one IT Support Professional provide maintenance
service to multiple clients.

AIP Cluster Edition

One license for Microsoft Cluster Service (MSCS),
Microsoft Failover Clustering (MSFC), everRun MX or
EMC AutoStart environment configured on two physical /
virtual machines. Installation and operation guide to use
the product in MSCS or MSFC clustered environment is
provided.
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